
{p6} Contour Blitz: phase two 
Collage is due Tuesday 11.28 

Wall installation is due Thursday 11.30 

                                                                                                                                                                      Challenge:

After creating your 6”x6” for phase one, take all of your remaining {unused} 
2”x2” squares and mix them with everyone at your table. Using one full 
sheet of 19” x 24” Bristol paper and the majority of the 2”x2” squares from 
your table, create a dynamic collage that completely fills the Bristol paper 
{without a border}. 


You CAN cut, fold or tear the individual squares.

You can NOT add any additional color, marks, lines, or surface treatments to 
the squares or your collage. 

Attach squares using glue that dries clear. Any additional materials can only  
be used with faculty permission. 


Collage: 
One 19” x 24” collage, fully using the entire paper, with collage elements taken to the 
edge of the paper, no border. 


Wall Installation: 
At least one collage will be chosen to create a collaborative large scale vinyl 
installation on the wall for the greatest hits show.


Objectives:  
- Use chance in the creation of a non-representational collage.

- Demonstrate understanding of elements & principles of design.

- Explore chance within the artistic process of layering & then cutting each drawing.


- Display high quality craftsmanship with all aspects of this project, while following 
project guidelines.


-  Gain collaborative skills while working on a wall installation.

- Demonstrate the ability to edit your work, by choosing a dynamic final solution that 
indicates your understanding of a successful composition.

- Display your knowledge & understanding of composition by using collaged paper 
from phase one of this project.                                                                                      

Grade Evaluation:

All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: Design + 
Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process.
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